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Fig. 1. Two Navigational link in FOHM.
There are two important differences between FOHM and the last version of the
OHP-Nav model (OHPNAV-1.3-Darmstadt [20])
(1) In OHP-Nav members of a Link bind to it with very speciﬁc semantics, they
are either sources or destinations of the link (or both). In FOHM the Link
structure has been generalised into a typed Association (a Link is therefore
just one type of Association). The ‘direction’ attribute has gone, replaced by
a feature-space (a list of attributes to which each Binding must give a value).
Each Binding then deﬁnes a feature-vector, effectively describing its position
in that space and therefore its reason for being bound to this Association.
For example, in an Association with the type ‘Link’ the feature space has
only one feature, ‘direction’, to which each Binding must give a value (as
either ‘source’, ‘dest’ or ‘bi’).
(2) In OHP-Nav a Context object was expressed as a collection of object id’s.
Although these objects could share a set of characteristics, descriptions and
presentation speciﬁers, theyeffectivelyrepresented a linkbase, which is a very
static way of scoping a set of structures.
In FOHM a Context object is a descriptive device that deﬁnes in which
context a given part of a FOHM structure is visible. Thus a Link Structure
might have many Context objects attached to it at different points, each one
describing in which context the link, one of its members, or the membership
of one of those members, is visible.
Since parts of a FOHM structure may ‘disappear’ depending on the con-
text of the viewer (the stated context of the querying component), FOHM also
contains ruleswhichdescribehowhyperstructurescollapsegracefully to com-
pensate for missing objects.
In this way FOHM supports a more sophisticated partitioning of the hy-
perstructure than mere linkbases, where different views of a single contextual
linkbase are generated dynamically according to the context of the viewer.
These differences allow FOHM to model the various domains. The extended bind-
ing semantics allow the model to express different kinds of Links, Spaces and Tax-
onomic Categories in a consistent manner. The contextual views of the hyperstruc-
ture allow the model to express Taxonomies that branch according to the perspec-
tives of their authors.
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